Fast, accurate, and secure DNA synthesis screening with random adversarial thresholds
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Summary
Detecting matches to DNA sequences from possible bioweapons may enable secure and universal DNA synthesis screening.

Abstract
Global DNA synthesis is growing faster than Moore’s Law, but not all DNA synthesis machines screen for sequences that could be used to build biological weapons of mass destruction. Current approaches are computationally intensive, cannot be automated due to high false positive rates, and unavoidably disclose which sequences are considered threats. Here we describe a novel architecture that identifies exact DNA and protein sequence matches within a database of randomly selected fragments from possible bioweapons and functional equivalents. Removing database entries matching unrelated sequences in GenBank can eliminate nonrandom false positives, enabling automation using algorithms permitting oblivious cryptography. Random adversarial threshold screening may offer a fast, automated, and secure method of safeguarding the international community from synthetic bioweapons of mass destruction.

Introduction
The growing power of modern biotechnology has magnified the importance of preventing access to potential bioweapons. Historical pandemics were responsible for many of the greatest catastrophes in human history, some of which resulted in tens of millions of deaths(1, 2). The genomes of many responsible viruses are freely available to anyone with an internet connection, as are publications describing how they can be assembled from synthetic DNA and propagated (citations deliberately omitted). Inexpensive commercial de novo DNA synthesis and assembly services have made these agents accessible to a growing number of individuals with relevant technical skills. Worse, continued advances may enable the creation of bioweapons more devastating than natural pandemic agents(3).

A world in which many thousands of individuals can single-handedly construct and release autonomously spreading biological agents is a world unlikely to flourish.
Most individuals with the skills required to create bioweapons cannot synthesize DNA on their own and must order it from companies. Members of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium (IGSC), a trade industry group committed to biosecurity, screen commercial DNA synthesis orders above a certain length for sequences that match the Regulated Pathogen Database. Unfortunately, 20% of commercially synthesized DNA is generated by non-members who do not screen. Since the list of IGSC members is public, the extent to which current screening meaningfully restricts access to bioweapons is questionable.

The IGSC firms deserve praise for prioritizing safety because doing so is costly: current screening methods generate a nontrivial number of false positives that require evaluation by human experts. As the price of synthetic DNA continues to fall, the effective cost of screening is growing, discouraging other companies from participating.

Even if all current DNA synthesis providers screened, the anticipated arrival of benchtop synthesizers and assemblers enabling on-site gene synthesis is likely to open another window of vulnerability. As same-day production would be the sole competitive advantage of benchtop machines over commercial providers that send DNA by next-day airmail, these machines could not plausibly wait for humans to curate false positives.

Worse, advances stemming from legitimate biotechnology research may inadvertently enable the weaponization of biological agents currently thought to be innocuous. These agents may be easier to synthesize, edit, and propagate relative to more traditional pathogens. Unconstrained by the evolutionary pressures limiting the virulence of natural pathogens, engineered agents could be more destructive than any historical pandemic. Even if such a potential bioweapon were identified in advance, attempting to restrict access using current screening methods would highlight the existence of a credible weapon of mass destruction, thereby incentivizing rogue states and other well-resourced rogue actors to build the agent as a “dead-hand switch” with which to threaten the international community.

In summary, the growing number of individuals with relevant laboratory skills, the increasing relative cost of screening synthesized DNA, the anticipated arrival of benchtop DNA synthesizers that cannot employ current screening approaches, and the high probability of future discoveries enabling the weaponization of currently innocuous agents will collectively increase the risks posed by biological weapons of mass destruction.

All of these risks would be greatly reduced if DNA synthesis orders could be privately and inexpensively screened for hazards without generating false positive matches. Here we describe Random Adversarial Threshold (RAT) search, an approach designed to achieve scalable, universal, and fully automated DNA synthesis screening without risking disclosure of either synthesis orders or credible information on potential bioweapons.
Figure 1 | Random adversarial threshold search compares sequence fragments from DNA synthesis orders to a hashed database containing randomly chosen fragments from potential bioweapons. Mutated functional equivalents of each fragment are computed and added to the database up to a randomly determined ‘adversarial threshold’. Since adversaries don’t know which fragments or how many variants are included, escaping RAT search requires them to build equivalent constructs with many mutations throughout the genome and hope that the resulting construct is still functional. Database fragments are short enough to preclude evasion by assembling smaller pieces, large enough to avoid random false positives, and pre-screened to ensure that they don’t match unrelated sequences in GenBank. Distributed hashing using an oblivious pseudo-random function can protect the privacy of DNA synthesis orders and the database, including from theoretical quantum attacks.

Main text
Traditional DNA synthesis screening strategies rely on sequence alignment algorithms related to BLAST that identify query sequences matching “seed” regions within the genomes of known hazards, then extend the alignment in both directions while scoring for similarity(7). While excellent for identifying related sequences, the extension step is computationally intensive and often finds matches to unrelated genomes. Distinguishing these false positive results from actual threats requires curation by human experts, precluding full automation(5).

We hypothesized that a more accurate, efficient, and potentially cryptographically securable DNA synthesis screening method could be realized by searching for exact matches to a carefully curated database of sequence fragments. In Random Adversarial Threshold (RAT) screening, each DNA synthesis order is broken into short fragments of 42 base pairs and 19 amino acids for comparison to a database of equal-sized fragments derived from potential bioweapons (Fig. 1).
These sequences are large enough to minimize the number of random false positives, yet short enough that reliably assembling large constructs capable of autonomous spread from smaller pieces would be challenging(8). The most advanced assembly methods, and presumably under-development assembly machines, use much larger oligonucleotides(9). Crucially, non-random false positives can be avoided by pre-screening database additions to ensure that no entries match any unrelated sequences in GenBank.

DNA and translated peptide fragments corresponding to newly identified bioweapons that are not yet publicly known are randomly chosen for inclusion in the database using a distribution function biased towards highly conserved sequences. To prevent adversaries from evading screening by including mutations predicted to preserve function, a ranked-order list of plausibly-functional variants of each selected fragment is computed using one or more predictive models(10–15), then pruned to remove any entries matching sequences from unrelated genomes (Fig. 2). The top variants are included in the database out to a randomly determined "Adversarial Threshold". The higher the threshold, the lower the chance that an evasion attempt will escape RAT screening. As predictive methods improve, the database can be securely updated to keep pace by the authorized experts who added the original entries.

All sequences corresponding to a potential bioweapon are assigned a unique hazard group identification upon database entry. Any query from a DNA synthesizer that finds a RAT match in the database will reject the entire order and record the hazard group of the matching fragment. Too many hits in the same hazard group will lock the responsible synthesizer(s), report the incident to authorities, and prompt the global system to adaptively defend by adding many more previously computed fragments and variants from that hazard group to the database. Adaptive defense can prevent an adversary from interrogating the database or iteratively testing designs using one or multiple compromised synthesizers.

**Figure 2** | The RAT database includes randomly chosen DNA fragments from noncoding regions and peptides from proteins. a) DNA variants are calculated by structural similarity; peptide variants are determined using predictive models to evaluate the likelihood that each mutated peptide remains functional. Peptides matching unrelated genomes in GenBank are removed. b) The random adversarial threshold is the number of variants included in the database from the computed rank-ordered list.
RAT screening offers five key benefits:

**Speed:** As an exact-match lookup, a RAT screen using fragments of length $L$ can theoretically achieve $O(L)$ efficiency, meaning that it swiftly returns the outcomes of all queries independent of the database size. This efficiency can be traded for additional security.

**Accuracy:** The random false positive rate can be set arbitrarily small by increasing the fragment length, although this must be balanced against the ease of assembling larger oligonucleotides. Choosing $L = 42$ base pairs and 19 amino acids define sets of over $10^{24}$ members, which should not generate any random false positives for a database of $10^9$ entries even when $10^{15}$ base pairs are synthesized globally, as is anticipated in 2030. For comparison, a billion entries is more than enough to include every unique fragment present in the Reference Viral Database at the time of writing(16). More sophisticated estimates are detailed in the Supplementary Text.

**Automation:** With negligible false positives, RAT screening does not require human curation and can be fully automated. Ideally, the system would be implemented at a software level by current commercial providers and in-house synthesis cores and also built into all next-generation enzymatic synthesis machines with hardware locks.

**Efficacy:** Because an adversary seeking to evade a RAT search cannot know which fragments are protected, nor to what degree, they must include sufficient mutations to overcome the unknown adversarial threshold level for every possible fragment across the entire coding region of the biological agent. Such a level of diversification typically abolishes function(17–22), especially for autonomous agents such as viruses that encode multiple essential activities and must interact with cellular components. Moreover, the system can automatically increase the adversarial threshold upon detecting an attempt to build a specific agent by one or more synthesizers. A detailed security analysis is provided in the Supplementary Text.

**Security:** RAT search is compatible with distributed oblivious multiparty hashing, which can preserve the privacy of queries – and therefore of trade secrets – while also rendering the database uninterpretable. A parallel collaborative effort has detailed a scalable and secure cryptographic protocol designed to implement RAT screening, including quantum-resistant measures(23).

Suppose that an adversary attempts to build a mutated version of a protected component of a bioweapon that will evade screening. Assume that $n$ genomic fragments corresponding to the hazard are included in the RAT database, with an adversarial threshold defined by $v_i$ variants included for fragment $i$. Not knowing which fragments are present, the adversary must incorporate substitutions throughout the entire sequence to a level that they believe will exceed the adversarial threshold for $v_{L,n}$ by using an amino acid substitution prediction program to design and order a mutated version W (Fig. 3a).
Figure 3 | Graphic representation of RAT screening against a particular bioweapon. a) Five fragments are included in the database, most but not all in conserved regions, along with a number of randomly determined variants that may be biased towards sequences more likely to be functional. A naive attack that simply introduces mutations at a constant rate is likely to be detected and also risks being nonfunctional; a sophisticated attacker may tune mutation load to the likelihood of obtaining a functional sequence across regions, but still risks discovery and creating a nonfunctional agent. b) If too many attacks on sequence in the hazard group are detected, the system adaptively adds more fragments and variants, precluding informed attacks based on probing or database interrogation.

For each fragment $w_i$, there are three possible outcomes:

1. $w_i$ is present in the database, causing the entire order to be rejected without detailing which sequences were problematic and the incident to be logged; too many such matches will cause the system to increase $n$ with higher thresholds for that agent (Fig. 3b)
2. $w_i$ escapes detection, but contributes to making W nonfunctional
3. $w_i$ escapes detection, and W remains functional or can be evolved to become functional

Success requires the adversary to achieve the third outcome for all $w_i$ through $w_n$. In theory, choosing a single sufficiently high adversarial threshold $v_i$ for a single fragment $w_i$ and including all variants could span the set of functional variants: all possible $w_i$ that are not present in the database would render W non-functional, providing perfect protection. Unfortunately, this cannot be experimentally verified in practice, and increasing $v$ to include many combinatorial variants of a single fragment becomes costly in terms of database size, so we assume variants are included at random, albeit potentially biased towards ranked higher in the list.
Database size is limiting because more variants increase the likelihood of purely random false positive matches to synthetic sequences not found in GenBank. Together, the effective cap on the database size and the increased difficulty of evading a high adversarial threshold suggests that RAT screening will be most protective when only a handful of DNA and protein fragments are included in the database, each with as many variants as possible.

Discussion

Recent events suggest that the scientific and biosecurity communities struggle to refrain from highlighting newly discovered routes to potential weapons of mass destruction, with troubling implications (citations omitted). Suppose that a well-meaning scientist stumbles across a previously unknown bioweapon and naively attempts to warn the world. Current incentives encourage scientists to investigate the credibility of the claim, biosecurity analysts to describe the implications, and science journalists to publicize the possibility and resulting findings to the world. If subsequent experiments suggest that the threat is credible, well-resourced rogue actors would be directly incentivized to construct the bioweapon.

With a well-publicized RAT screening system in place, the same researcher could safely take action to restrict global access without creating information hazards (24, 25) by securely conveying the information to an authorized expert. If a minimal number of experts concurred that the threat is serious, they would use their unique keys to add RAT-selected sequences from the potential bioweapon to the hashed database without requiring further disclosure (Fig. 2). Similar sequences would be chosen from a handful of ‘decoys’: related agents that might seem to pose a threat, but are not actually of concern. Decoys can ensure that anyone who finds a match to the database will learn only that it corresponds to a plausible-seeming agent, not that it is a credible bioweapon. This prevents adversaries from learning about potential weapons of mass destruction by checking whether known viruses are in the database through attempted synthesis using a variety of synthesizers.

Crucially, legitimate researchers studying restricted agents could obtain synthetic DNA without any delays from authorized commercial providers using ‘whitelist’-compatible synthesizers. These machines would accept certificates from the relevant biosafety committee or other national authority verifying that the ordering laboratory has approval to work with the whitelisted organisms. The machine would consequently refrain from comparing synthetic DNA fragments that match the genomes of those particular organisms to the RAT database.

We harbor no illusions that RAT screening could prevent a well-resourced group from constructing any bioweapons of mass destruction that they are aware of, as such any such actors could build their own synthesizers. Rather, our proposal is intended to prevent the disclosure of new bioweapons and to raise the difficulty of obtaining such weapons for those individuals and small groups who possess only the necessary technical skills in biology.
A world in which less than a hundred groups can build autonomous bioweapons of mass destruction is far safer than a world in which many thousands of individuals can unleash such agents single-handedly.

RAT search permits private screening, is computationally efficient, and has a negligible false positive rate. Implementation appears diplomatically feasible and could eventually become universal if initiated before the market transitions to enzymatic DNA synthesis. While not perfectly protective, especially against well-resourced rogue actors, secure and universal DNA synthesis screening would substantially mitigate the potentially catastrophic risks posed by increasingly widespread access to autonomous bioweapons.
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**Supplementary Text**

**Accuracy (false positive rate)**

We consider the scenario that an innocent biologist is simply trying to synthesize a random DNA string \( w \) of length \( z \). Let \( p \) be the probability that the request to synthesize \( w \) is rejected by the screening protocol, given a database of \( |D| \) elements. A simple probability calculation shows

\[
p \leq \frac{|D|}{4^z} \text{ for DNA and } p \leq \frac{|D|}{20^z} \text{ for peptides}
\]

What is the requisite size of the database \( |D| \)? We begin by making a few reasonable assumptions.

First, known hazards such as Ebola virus need not be counted. While they will be present in the database, synthesizers can pre-screen for such fragments and inform researchers if an entered sequence will cause the order to be rejected. If a previously unknown hazard becomes frequently discussed in a biosecurity context, it can similarly be designated as known.

Second, fragments matching unrelated innocuous genomes and commonly used biological tools will never be added to the database.

Third, since defensive systems that seek to save as many lives as possible should prioritize blunting the most damaging assaults, screening should focus on biological agents that can spread from host to host without human intervention.

Viruses are consequently the most concerning agents, so for rough estimation purposes we will focus on them. There are slightly less than \( 10^9 \) base-pairs of viral DNA in the Reference Viral Database at the time of writing. It’s difficult to estimate how many viruses could plausibly be turned into bioweapons, and further complicated by the similarities of conserved sequences in the same family. That is, by picking random sequences biased towards conserved regions, many related viruses may be covered.

For simplicity, assume that we believe that 20 distinct virus families could be readily weaponized, with another 80 included as decoys. How many functional variants are required to protect against those 100 families? The answer depends on how many we wish to devote to guarding against each. If we choose five fragments, two DNA and three protein, and devote an average of 2 million functional variants to each of them, that totals ten million variants per family, for a total of \( |D| = 10^9 \) sequences in the database. Equivalently, we could choose ten times as many fragments with an average of 200,000 functional variants for each.

Next, we consider the random false positive rate we can tolerate, assuming that false positives are truly random, which may not be the case given the genetic code. For simplicity, let us stipulate that we want to see an average of zero random false positives per year until at least 2030. Assuming that \( 10^{12} \) base-pairs were synthesized in 2020, and the number will double
yearly, there will be $10^{15}$ base-pairs synthesized in 2030. To obtain an average of less than one false positive each year, the set of sequences defined by length $L$ must be greater than $10^{24}$. Solving, we obtain $L_D = 42$ base-pairs of DNA and $L_p = 19$ amino acids for peptides.

Can complex constructs be assembled from smaller sequences? Theoretically such methods exist, but in practice they have never been used to assemble anything even the size of the smallest virus, let alone something that could be weaponized. Current assembly methods assume larger oligonucleotides and cannot readily be adapted to much smaller ones; different labor-intensive approaches that compensate for the thermodynamic disadvantage of smaller fragments are required. Automated DNA assemblers should similarly be optimized for the assembly longer oligonucleotides, requiring an unusual technical skillset and a tremendous amount of patience for an individual or small group: it would likely be easier for a sufficiently well-resourced group to pursue an alternative approach.

**Efficacy (effectiveness of screening against adversaries)**

We consider the scenario when an adversary seeks to construct a particular harmful DNA of size $n$; call the target $V$. The adversary hopes to synthesize a DNA $W$ such that $W$ is functionally not too far away from $V$, e.g. the difference in fitness between $V$ and $W$ is $< A$. That is, the fitness must be high enough that the basic reproductive rate $R_0 > 1$; the exact value of $A$ presumably depends upon the harmful DNA in question.

The most natural strategy for the adversary is to break $W$ into $w_1, w_2, ..., w_m$ (of length $> L$ each, assuming $L$ is small enough such that it is too difficult or laborious to assemble $W$ from fragment of length $< L$) so that the fitness difference between $V$ and $W$ is $< A$ (where $W$ is the concatenated string $w_1w_2...w_m$). How likely is it that every $w_i$ can escape screening successfully? To rephrase: Given a particular attack trying to synthesize a certain string $w$ functionally equivalent to target a bio-weapon $u$, what is the probability that the database (which is randomly constructed in our recipe within limits of the ranked-order list computed) fails to reject $w$? Let $q$ be that probability.

To simplify the discussion, assume for the moment that each $w_i$ is exactly of length $L$. [It can be argued that this is almost the best the adversary can do.] Clearly, $q$ is a complicated function of how $w_i$’s are related as strings.

**Scenario 1:** Take the extreme case when $u$ is of the form $u_1u_2...u_m$ where all $u_i$ are identical, e.g. $W$ is a concatenated repeat of $u_i$. Suppose the adversary picks identical (but fixed) $w_i$ for all $i$ also. Let $q_i$ be the probability that $w_i$ passes screening under the RAT protocol.

**Observation 1:** Then $q = q_i$. 
Observation 2: Note $q_i$ depends on how the predicted functional variants of a fragment are chosen to be included in the database under RAT, which in turn may depend to some extent on the prediction algorithm used.

**Analysis in Scenario 1:** Let $Z_i$ be the set of strings $z$ (of length $L$) within a predicted function radius score $A/m$ centered at $u_i$. Notice that $Z_i$ are independent of $i$. Let $w_i^{\text{opt}}$ be the string in $Z_i$ maximizing the probability of NOT being randomly chosen by RAT; call this maximum probability $\beta_i$. The adversary’s best strategy is to pick $w_i = w_i^{\text{opt}}$.

Fact 2: $q = \beta_i$.  

Note that $\beta_i$ could be 0, in which case the database always catches the attempt.

**Scenario 2:** Take the case when the fragments $u_i$ are in “general positions”, meaning they are distinct from one another. In this situation, with the randomness provided by RAT, we have:

Observation 1’: $q = q_1 \cdot q_2 \cdot \ldots \cdot q_m$.

Observation 2’: $q_i$ still depends on how variants are randomly chosen but $q$ is less sensitive to this choice because devoting more variants to fewer fragments decreases $q_1$ for the typical fragment, and may push $\beta_i$ close to 0 for one or more. Randomization enables

**Analysis in Scenario 2:** Using the notation in the analysis in scenario 1 above. The only difference is that $Z_i$ are different for distinct $i$. The same analysis leads to:

Fact 3: $q = \beta_1 \cdot \beta_2 \cdot \ldots \cdot \beta_m \geq (q_{\text{med}})^{m/2}$

where $q_{\text{med}} = (\text{median of } \beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_m)$.

Thus in Scenario 2, the chances for the adversary to succeed is exponentially smaller than in Scenario 1. Experimental testing is likely required to measure $\beta$ for a variety of fragments of differing degrees of conservation, which will help determine how many fragments are optimal, and whether more should be devoted to DNA versus proteins.